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By Maggie Nelson, Claudia Rankine, Denise Riley

Penguin Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. The Penguin Modern Poets are succinct, collectible, lovingly-assembled guides to the
richness and diversity of contemporary poetry, from the UK, America and beyond. Every volume
brings together representative selections from the work of three poets now writing, allowing the
seasoned poetry lover and the curious reader alike to encounter our most exciting new
voices.Volume 6, Die Deeper into Life, features the work of Maggie Nelson and Claudia Rankine, the
two American poets who, in hybrid books bridging the divide between poetry, lyric prose, life-writing
and theory such as Bluets, The Argonauts, Don t Let Me Be Lonely and Citizen, have transformed the
literary landscape over the last 15 years, alongside that of Denise Riley, who for decades has been
exploring closely related concerns - motherhood; identity and oppression; loss; the language and
words that build, or assault, our selves - as one of the best-kept secrets of British poetry, now
fittingly recognized by a string of shortlistings and awards. These are writers who combine deep
thought with deep feeling to illuminate our world, how we suffer in it, how we resist it, and how we...
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ReviewsReviews

It is really an awesome ebook that we actually have actually study. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Colem a n O r tiz-- Mr . Colem a n O r tiz

These kinds of book is every thing and helped me hunting forward plus more. It is probably the most remarkable book we have read through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ever ett Sta nton-- Ever ett Sta nton
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